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Fiction

Harvard Square.
Andre Aciman
Maya’s Notebook.
Isabel Allende
The Hit.
David Baldacci
American Elsewhere.
Robert Jackson Bennett
Palisades Park.
Kim Boykin
The Movement of Stars.
Alan Brennert
The Secret Keeper.
Amy Brill
Vanity Fare.
Sandra Byrd
The 13.
Megan Caldwell
This is the Way.
Robbie Cheuvront
The Thief.
Gavin Corbett
I, Hogarth.
Clive Cussler
The Iron King.
Michael Dean
Z.
Maurice Druon
Middle C.
Therese Anne Fowler
From the Kitchen of Half Truth.
William H. Gass
All You Could Ask For.
Maria Goodin
Bad Glass.
Mike Greenberg
When She was Gone.
Richard E. Gropp
House of Earth.
Gwendolen Gross
The Morels.
Woody Guthrie
Fly Away.
Christopher Hacker
Benediction.
Kristin Hannah
Ice Cold Kill.
Kent Haruf
A Dual Inheritance.
Dana Haynes
The Engagement.
Joanna Hershon
Taking Eve.
Chloe Hooper
Where You Can Find Me.
Iris Johansen
If a Stranger Approaches You.
Sheri Joseph
Fever.
Laura Kasischke
Five Days.
Mary Beth Keane
The Second Chance Cafe.
Douglas Kennedy
Snapper.
Alison Kent
The Night Rainbow.
Brian Kimberling
The Dinner.
Claire King
The Cherry Cola Book Club.
Herman Koch
The Duchess of Drury Lane.
Ashton Lee
The View from Penthouse B.
Freda Lightfoot
After Rome.
Elinor Lipman
Starting Now.
Morgan Llywelyn
Three Sisters.
Debbie Macomber
Sleight of Hand.
Susan Mallery
Something about Sophie.
Phillip Margolin
Notes from a Coma.
Mary Kay McComas
The Fever Tree.
Jennifer McVeigh
A Little Folly.
Jude Morgan
Wise Men.
Stuart Nadler
Motherland.
William Nicholson
Nowhere but Home.
Liza Palmer
12th of Never.
James Patterson
The Best of Us.
Sarah Pekkanen
Red Moon.
Benjamin Percy
To Love and Cherish.
Tracie Peterson
The Grammarian.
Annapurna Potluri
I Want to Show You More.
Jamie Quatro
The Mystery Woman.
Amanda Quick
Amity & Sorrow.
Peggy Riley
The Enchanted Life of Adam Hope.
Rhonda Riley
Whiskey Beach.
Nora Roberts
The Secret of the Nightingale Palace.
Dana Sachs
The Afrika Reich.
Guy Saville
Tomorrow There Will be Apricots.
Jean Thompson
The Pink Hotel.
Donna Thorland
An Irish Country Courtship.
Rose Tremain
The Humanity Project.
Liz Trenor
The Turncoat.
Nick Trout
Merivel.
Fred Waitzkin
The Last Telegram.
Robert Wilson
The Patron Saint of Lost Dogs.
Margaret Wrinkle
The Dream Merchant.

Mystery

Perfect Ghost.
Linda Barnes
Death of Yesterday.
M.C. Beaton
The Family Way.
Rhys Bowen
Inferno.
Dan Brown
Dying Bad.
Maureen Carter
The Creeper.
Tania Carver
Cage of Bones.
Tania Carver
Follow Her Home.
Steph Cha
Sweet Tea Revenge.
Laura Childs
Swimming at Night.
Lucy Clarke

Yesterday's Echo.
Matt Coyle

The Rip Tide, Ultra-Glide.
Tim Dorsey

Scratchgravel Road.
Tricia Fields

Eleven Little Piggies.
Elizabeth Gunn

Dead Ever After.
Charlaine Harris

The Book of Killowen.
Erin Hart

Good People.
Ewart Hutton

The Next Time You See Me.
Holly Goddard Jones

A Man without Breath.
Philip Kerr

Dangerous Refuge.
Camilla Lackberg

The Missing File.
Elizabeth Lowell

The Famous and the Dead.
T. Jefferson Parker

The Good Cop.
Brad Parks

Midnight at Marble Arch.
Anne Perry

A Plague of Lies.
Michael Robertson

Angel's Gate.
David Rosenfelt

Tribulations of the Shortcut Man.
P.G. Sturges

Black Irish.
Stephan Talty

The Midwife's Tale.
Sam Thomas

The Golden Calf.
Helene Tursten

Blood, Ash, and Bone.
Tina Whittle

Leaving Everything Most Loved.
Jacqueline Winspear

Unintended Consequences.
Stuart Woods

The Day is Dark.
Yrsa Sigurardottir

**Western**

_The Waiting Gun._
Wayne D. Overholser

**Large Type**

616.89 _HALLUCINATIONS._
Oliver Sacks

641.5 _COOKED._
Michael Pollan

973.3312 _BUNKER HILL._
Nathaniel Philbrick

BIO STRAYED Wild.
Cheryl Strayed

Aunt Dimity and the Lost Prince.
Mary Atherton

Aunt Dimity and the Duke.
Kate Atkinson

Life after Life.
David Baldacci

The Hit.
Anjali Banerjee

Enchanting Lily.
Glenn Beck

Agenda 21.
Elizabeth Berg

Tapestry of Fortunes.
Maeve Binchy

A Week in Winter.
Jayne Castle

The Lost Night.
Tom Clancy

Threat Vector.

Daddy's Gone a Hunting.
Mary Higgins Clark

The Orchardist.
Amanda Coplin

This is How You Lose Her.
Junot Diaz

The Obituary Writer.
Ann Hood

Taking Eve.
Iris Johansen

A Lady Cyclist's Guide to Kashgar.
S. Jooson

Dangerous Refuge.
Elizabeth Lowell

Sutton.
J. R. Moehringer

The Accursed.
Joyce Carol Oates

12th of Never.
James Patterson

The Mystery Woman.
Amanda Quick

The Burgess Boys.
Elizabeth Strout

**Science Fiction**

_What the Family Needed._
Steven Amsterdam

The Departure.
Neal Asher

Shattered Pillars.
Elizabeth Bear

Farside.
Ben Bova

Seven Kinds of Hell.
Dana Cameron

Deep Down.
Deborah Coates

Trinity Rising.
Elspeth Cooper

London Falling.
Paul Cornell

Exile.
Betsy Dornbusch

Cold Fire.
Kate Elliott

Blood of Dragons.
Robin Hobb

No Return.
Zachary Jernigan

River of Stars.
Guy Gavriel Kay

Fade to Black.
Francis Knight

Blood's Pride.
Evie Manieri

Stepping Stone.
Walter Mosley

The River of Shadows.
Robert V.S. Redick

Necessary Ill.
Deb Taber

Angelopolis.
Danielle Trussoni

Supervolcano.
Harry Turtledove

Shadow of Freedom.
David Weber

**Biography**

BOYLAN Stuck in the Middle With You.
J. Boylan

BURNETT Carrie and Me.
Carol Burnett

COHEN I'm Your Man.
Sylvie Simmons

COOLIDGE Coolidge.
Amity Shlaes

DAVIS The Soundtrack of My Life.
Clive Davis

DUMAS The Black Count.
Tom Reiss

KNOX Waiting to be Heard.
Amanda Knox

MOTTOLA Hitmaker.
Tommy Mottola

WEILL Love Song.
Ethan Mordden

WILLIAMS The Lost Daughter.
Mary Williams

WORTH Call the Midwife.
Jennifer Worth

ZENKER TransMontana.
Roberta R. Zenker
Nonfiction

133.43 The Witches' Book of the Dead. Christian Day
133.8 Growing Up Psychic. Michael Bodine
150 Source. Joseph Jaworski
153.12 The Guardian of All Things. M. Malone
153.43 Smart Thinking. Art Markman
153.85 The Science of Consequences. S. Schneider
155.234 Power vs. Force. David R. Hawkins
155.234 Beyond Human Nature. Jesse J. Prinz
155.935 Surviving Survival. Laurence Gonzales
170 Be Good. Randy Cohen
174.4 Essentials of Business Ethics. Denis Collins
248 I Call Shotgun. Tommy Newberry
248.4 Follow Me. David Platt
248.86 Unstopable. Nick Vujicic
250 Radical Together. David Platt
254.4 Shopping for God. James B. Twitchell
294.3 Being Buddha at Work. Franz Metcalf
299.514 Daoism. Paula R. Hartz
302.14 Top Dog. Po Bronson
303.4 The Future. Al Gore
305.55 The Rich Don't Always Win. Jared Diamond
305.89 The World until Yesterday. J. Colby
307.14 Creative Community Organizing. Si Kahn
322.3 Power, Inc. David Rothkopf
330.973 After the Music Stopped. Alan S. Blinder
331.10973 The New Geography of Jobs. E. Moretti
332.024 The Seven Pearls of Financial Wisdom. C. Pepper
338.4766 Pandora's Lunchbox. Melanie Warner
347.73 The Art of Practicing Law. James M. Kramon
362.0973 The Amistad Rebellion. Marcus Rediker
362.77 Fire in the Ashes. Jonathan Kozol
363.11 Thunder on the Mountain. Peter A. Galuszka
363.17 Full Body Burden. Kristen Iversen
363.46 Generation Roe. Sarah Erdreich
364.1092 Whitey Bulger. Kevin Cullen
364.1524 Hellhound on His Trail. Hampton Sides
368.43 The People's Pension. Eric Laursen
418.02 Found in Translation. Nataly Kelly
428.1 TOEFL. Pamela J. Sharpe
500 Design in Nature. Adrian Bejan
509 Curiosity. Philip Ball
523.1 Heart of Darkness. Jeremiah P. Ostriker
551.2 The Year without Summer. W. Klingaman
551.55 Storm Kings. Lee Sandlin
567.9138 My Beloved Brontosaurus. Brian Switek
570.92 Letters to a Young Scientist. E. O. Wilson
576.84 Scatter, Adapt, and Remember. A. Newitz
580.97 Manual of Montana Vascular Plants. P. Lesica
581.632 The Drunken Botanist. Amy Stewart
585.7 Ginkgo. Peter Crane
591.5 The Big, Bad Book of Beasts. Michael Largo
595.78 Butterfly People. William Leach
599.938 Paleofantasy. Marlene Zuk
612.044 Anatomy for Runners. Jay Dicharry
612.3 Gulp. Mary Roach
612.82 The Unpredictable Species. Philip Lieberman
613.2 Farmacology. Daphne Miller
613.25 The 7-Day Slim Down. Alisa Bowman
613.25 Red Light, Green Light, Eat Right. J. Dolgoff
613.25 Eat to Live. Joel Fuhrman
613.25 The Diet Detective's All American Diet. C. Platkin
613.25 The Fast Metabolism Diet. Haylie Pomroy
613.7015 Fitness for Geeks. Bruce W. Perry
616.3 Clean Gut. Alejandro Junger
616.45 Adrenaline. Brian B. Hoffman
616.83 Until I Say Good-Bye. Susan Spencer-Wendel
616.85 The Autistic Brain. Temple Grandin
616.994 Catching Cancer. Claudia Cornwell
618.1 The Hormone Cure. Sara Gottfried
618.92 The Spark. Kristine Barnett
625.19 The Big Book of Lionel. Robert Schleicher
629.453 Mission to Mars. Buzz Aldrin
629.8 Red Rover. Roger Wiens
635.01 The Backyard Parables. Margaret Roach
636.15 The New Horse-Powered Farm. S. Leslie
636.70886 Dogs of Courage. Lisa Rogak
640.286 Zero Waste Home. Bea Johnson
640.863 Irresistible Ice Pops. Sunil Vijayakar
641.5 Cooked. Michael Pollan
641.5 Mad Hungry Cravings. Lucinda Scala Quinn
641.53 Feed Zone Portables. Biju Thomas
641.54 Breakfast for Dinner. Lindsay Landis
641.555 Foolproof Freezer Cookbook. Ghillie James
641.555 The Dinnersville Survival Cookbook. D. Ponzek
641.5622 Cooking for Baby. Lisa Barnes
641.56222 Start Fresh. Tyler Florence
641.563 5 Easy Steps to Healthy Cooking. C. Saulsbury
641.563 The Digest Diet Cookbook. Liz Vaccariello
641.5636 The Chinese Vegan Kitchen. Donna Klein
641.5941 Jamie Oliver's Great Britain. Jamie Oliver
641.5945 Four Seasons. Manuela Darling-Gansser
641.5945 Fabulous! Teresa Giudice
641.5973 Blue Jean Chef. Meredith Laurence
641.5981 The Brazilian Kitchen. L. M. Schwartz
641.815 Nick Malgieri's Bread. Nick Malgieri
641.8654 One Sweet Cookie. Tracey Zabar
642 Real Snacks. Lara Ferroni
646.78 The Secrets of Happy Families. Bruce Feiler
647.9509 Save the Deli. David Sax
677.63 The Complete Photo Guide to Felting. R. Lane
683.4009 Gun Guys. Dan Baum
973.3312 Bunker Hill. Nathaniel Philbrick
973.932 Dispatches from Bitter America. T. Starret
975.941 Mile Marker Zero. William McKeen
977.311043 The Third Coast. Thomas Dyja
979.137 The Case of the Indian Trader. P. Berkowitz

CD (Book)
158 Daring Greatly. Brene Brown
305.89 The World Until Yesterday. Jared Diamond
359.984 No Easy Day. Mark Owen
614.563 Rabid. Bill Wasik
973.3312 Bunker Hill. Nathaniel Philbrick
BIO KENNAN George F. Kennan. John L. Gaddis
BIO KYLE American Sniper. Chris Kyle
BIO OLESTAD Crazy for the Storm. N. Ollestad
Dear Zoe.
Tapestry of Fortunes.
The Last Runaway.
Half-Blood Blues.
A Good American.
Dead Ever After.
Some Kind of Fairy Tale.
The Chalk Girl.
Sing You Home.
The Silver Linings Playbook.
Sanctuary.
Whiskey Beach.
Silken Prey.
Come Home.
NW.
Noah's Compass.
Unintended Consequences.

Playaway
The Uncommon Appeal of Clouds. A. McCall Smith

CD (Music)
COUNTRY Pioneer. The Band Perry
COUNTRY Based on a True Story. Blake Shelton
COUNTRY Just Feels Good. Thompson Square
OPERA Die Fliegende Holländer. Wagner
POP/ROCK Delta Machine. Depeche Mode
POP/ROCK Native. OneRepublic

DVD
069 Great Museums.
220.9 The Bible.
297.28 Three Faiths, One God.
Detropia.
The Qatsi Trilogy.
Happy People.
Makers.
Fresh.
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth.
Acceptable Risk.
Inside the DEA.
You've been Trumpped.
Semper Fi.
The Central Park Five.
The Great Rift.
What are Animals Thinking?
The Whale.
Kingdom of the Tiger.
Tigers of the Snow.
Power Yoga Total Body.
Rise of the Drones.
Girl Model.
Celtic Woman, a New Journey.
Pulse.
Stay Alive.
Bonefishing the Flats.
All's Well that Ends Well.
Visions of France.
Into the Cold.
Rameses.
Hitler's Children.
Fort Peck Dam.
Mystery of Easter Island.
Jimi Hendrix.
Ethel.
Act of Valor.
After Hours.
Another Year.
Another Earth.
Becoming Jane.
Before Sunset.
Brazil.
Bus 174.
Chung King Express.
Metropolis.
The Cowboy Way.
District 9.
Django Unchained.
Double Jeopardy.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
From Russia with Love.
The Game.
The Great Escape.
The Grey.
Hara-Kiri.
Hemingway & Gellhorn.
Hitchcock.
Hostel.
House of Cards Trilogy.
The Invasion.
Kinsey.
Kiss the Girls.
Ladder 49.
Mary White.
Mr. Selfridge.
Mulberry.
Nine.
Nurse Jackie.
On Her Majesty's Secret Service.
One Fine Day.
Raging Bull.
Reilly, Ace of Spies.
Rust and Bone.
The Sand Pebbles.
Saving Grace.
Seven Years in Tibet.
Silver Linings Playbook.
Slim.
Sunshine Cleaning.
Taken 2.
10,000 BC.
Three Kings.
Transformers.
The Twelve Chairs.
Welcome to the Dollhouse.
The White Meadows.
The Wise Kids.
World without End.
The World's Fastest Indian.

Foreign Language
FALLADA (GERMAN)
Bauern, Bonzen und Bomben.
Hans Fallada

USTINOVA (RUSSIAN)
Otel' Poslednej Nadezdy.
Tat'ana Ustinova

ANHALZE 2002 (SPANISH)
Cuentos del Ecuador.
Jorge J. Anhalzer

CAMPOS 2013 (SPANISH)
Soy mas Lista que el Hambre!
Eva Campos Navarro

IYODO (SPANISH)
Prostibulo de la Palabra.
Benito Pastoriza伊渡

PASTORI (SPANISH)
El Agua del Paraíso.
Benito Pastoriza伊渡
626 East Main Street
Bozeman, MT 59715
406-582-2400

Hours:
Monday-Thursday 10:00-8:00
Friday 10:00-6:00
Saturday 10:00-5:00
Sunday 1:00-5:00 (Sept-May)

www.bozemanlibrary.org